NEWS RELEASE

esgemo Lubricant Technology is New Distributor Representing LE in
Germany, Austria, Switzerland
WICHITA, Kan. (Feb. 10, 2022) – Lubrication Engineers is happy to introduce esgemo Lubricant
Technology as its new authorized distributor supplying LE products and services throughout the DACH
region of Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
esgemo is adding to its existing portfolio of metalworking fluids and cooling lubricants LE’s
comprehensive line of high-performance lubricants
and reliability solutions.
“esgemo becoming an LE distributor in Europe will
be a big step in the DACH markets for both
companies,” said Frank Kraft, managing director at
esgemo. “A team of highly specialized lube
professionals will integrate a strong brand with an
excellent product portfolio. We are proud to take
the LE brand and products to the German and
Central European markets. LE products will be the
perfect fit to the purest metalworking fluids on the highest quality level, produced by esgemo.”
Together, Lubrication Engineers and esgemo will be able to meet the machinery and fleet lubricating
needs of a wide variety of companies doing business in DACH markets. They will support their
customers with solutions that lower their operating costs while reducing environmental impacts.
“LE and esgemo are a great match,” said Patrick Wolswijk, LE’s business development manager in
Europe. “Just like LE, esgemo prides itself on offering its customers targeted solutions to meet their
specific needs, which in turn ensures operating efficiency and long-lasting equipment service life.”
About esgemo | www.esgemo.de
esgemo Lubricant Technology is a German producer of metalworking fluids, highly specialized in the
fields of carbide grinding and EDM fluids. The company was founded in 2010 and is part of esgemo
GmbH & Co. KG, which serves European lubricant markets. esgemo Lubricant Technology is based in
Mosbach, Baden-Württemberg.
About Lubrication Engineers | www.LElubricants.com
A leader in lubricants since 1951, Lubrication Engineers makes reliability easy, creating solutions for
even the toughest lubrication challenges in a variety of industries worldwide. LE boosts its customers’
profits through longer equipment life, extended service intervals, reduced energy use, fewer repairs,
and less inventory. It accomplishes all this with highly trained consultants and distributors, technical
expertise, a full complement of reliability products and services, and a comprehensive line of enhanced
industrial and automotive lubricants manufactured at its plant in Wichita, Kan. The lubricants are
formulated from high-quality base oils and proprietary additives, ensuring they exceed the performance
of ordinary oils and greases. Lubrication Engineers operates under an ISO 9001 Certified Quality System.
Distribution is out of Wichita, as well as regional warehouses in Tennessee and California. The
company’s international presence includes distributors in more than 60 countries.
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